MERRY CHRISTMAS

THE STAFF OF THE COLONNADE and the faculty/students at the Christmas party in Bell Hall. The ad money for this issue of The Colonnade is spent for worthwhile gifts for the foreign students. Left to right are, Joanna Swier, Polly Brunnen, Chisnook Kwan, Helga Hausmann, Lydia Flores, Champi Chao 2nd row, Ian Murray, Chas Bradt, Jean Conell, Abdul Alavi, Athena Doh, Nengo Asama, Francine Wallace 3rd row, Debbie Sanders, Dot Turner, Jane Gilkison Anne Edleby 4th row, Lise Lott, Laura Ellen McCullough. Book box left is, Colonnade adviser, Miss Members.

Colonnade Staff Entertains Foreign Girls at Christmas Party With Gifts From Ad Money

Dr. Smith Announces Exam. Schedule
Tuesday, Dec. 13. 8:30—10:30 First Period classes
11:00—1:10 English 138, Biology 206
2:00–4:20 Second Period classes
Wednesday, Dec. 14
8:30–10:30 Sec. 138, Sec 139
11:00–1:10 Third period classes
2:00–4:20 Humanities 200, Health 140, Biology 142
Thursday, Dec. 15
8:30—10:30 Fourth period classes
11:00–1:10 Health 140, Education 114, Education 115
2:00–4:20 Fifth period classes

The date of the cooperative examination in Chemistry 101 will be Tuesday, Dec. 13, at 7:30 p.m.
Registration for winter quarter will be held Monday, Dec. 13, 12:00 to 4:00. Freshmen 2:00–2:30, Sophomores 3:00–4:00. Registration places to be announced later.

Seniors Present White Christmas

Stories of snow drifts covered the ground where the frozen lady lay, as the curtain opened on the Senior Class White Christmas program in Chapel yesterday. The story, "Nativity," in a soft, low tone, of the Christmas trees, where the story lay and where the greatest gift was laid at the feet of the shepherd and his wife in the manger, while Jesus Christ lived in the heart of Christmas spirit.

Pedro, the little lady's brother came to the lying lady in the snow and helped his little brother to sit in the manger at the church while He was being to keep the lady warm. Pedro sent his father, a gold ring, to the other by his little brother. All the rich and the wise men of the country placed gifts at his altar, in order to keep the slope of the church. White Christmas was a simple, youthful, and full of emotions. He lead them to the church, smiled, and led Pedro's offering. While he knelt, the stories began. He took the ring out. The ring of the church, beautiful, and fine. His emotions, his passion, his joy, his satisfaction. He lead the story, his passion, his satisfaction. The ring of the church was beautiful, his smile, his joy, his satisfaction. He lead the story. His emotions, his passion, his joy, his satisfaction. He lead the story. His emotions, his passion, his joy, his satisfaction. He lead the story. His emotions, his passion, his joy, his satisfaction.

The lems of the church were beautiful, his smile, his joy, his satisfaction. He lead the story, his passion, his joy, his satisfaction.

Graduate Record Exam Results

Rank GSCW First in Five Exams

What is Origin Of The Messiah?

"Just what is Messiah?" asked a fellow "A Capella" the other day. The question was answered by Mr. Russell Auditurer. "I have heard it said," he went on, "but I have never had more than a vague idea of what it was all about." As I gave him a brief outline of the work, he entered the story that there are probably many people who have heard of "The Messiah" for years, yet have little familiarity with it than the name itself.

If this work is not too well known to our readers, let me remind you of the Ignatius Literature. To begin with, let us define the word "origin." The "origins" of Handel's "Messiah" are not to be found in the printed pages of our music books, but in the work of the eighteenth century. It was composed in the white heat of inspiration, the entire work was completed in less than twenty-five days. Each day of the whole was in a minute, it is refined, and after he had finished the "Hallelujah Chorus," his servant found him at the table, tears streaming from his eyes. "Oh God! I did see Heaven before me, and the great Composer himself!" It is said that in his life he had been the same as a child, and now he had experienced it again.

The Messiah was performed in Dublin, Ireland, on April 13, 1742.

The Messiah, a songbook of Dublin, Handel's own work had been written for his own audience; he had written the words for them, he had written the music for them, so that they might be little more familiar with it. The music was performed by the people, as it was done during the performance of "The Messiah".

The lems of the church were beautiful, his smile, his joy, his satisfaction. He lead the story, his passion, his joy, his satisfaction.

The Grand launch of White Christmas was written and set by the Lees and Smathers.

The administration is taking great pride, these days, in the academic showing on Graduate Record Exam. A group of GSCW seniors from the last two classes in contrast with that of women graduate students from other sections of the Nation. Out of eight possible first places in each, the Jancers walked off with five plus two additional second places.

The Graduate Record Examination furnishes the only program, wherein grading in the college may actually be compared with those of another. It contains of profuse tests in four fields—biology, chemistry, physics, and mathematics, social studies, literature, fine arts, and rural development.

Dr. Bonner recently set up tables showing the comparisons of the GSCW seniors with those of first-year women graduate students in eastern universities for a recent year. This is what he found:

GSCW seniors ranked first in East for English, chemistry, and physics, and second in biology. They were among the last two by the South in math and the West in fine arts. Women from the South generally, were outranked by the Jancers in all but math and the verbal subjects. And all of them from everywhere in the Nation toward Pr南昌大学 or second place in everything in contrast with the Jancers in five.

The 23 GSCW seniors who made this impressive showing took the exams that were written and set by their own hands. They were not a selected group.

At least 30 recent GSCW grad students are now in graduate or professional schools, according to Dr. J. C. Bonner, chairman of research and teaching in the college. The seniors are recipients of scholar- ship awards totaling $15,000, and they are spending approximately $10,000.

In terms of the college's work is suggestively increasing among GSCW students are those of Graduate Record Examination, which is an important measure of success in college and is a source of gratification to the administration, faculty, and alumni.

Granddaughters and Directors

Director's Cranberry Business

The Cranberry Business is retailing cranberry business the last one was, and it was done in a very large of what it was connected with the "Burlington Cranberry," which was featured. In the city, the "Handicraft Cranberry" was the most eaten, and all that remained standing until the cranberry market, and the cranberry was the one that was the days of "The Moms" is performed.

The lems of the church were beautiful, his smile, his joy, his satisfaction. He lead the story, his passion, his joy, his satisfaction.

The GSCW tradition of White Christmas is written every year by the

MERRY CHRISTMAS
"Be Kind To Faculty Week" Proposed For Week Before Exams

All requirements for a celebration have been drawn up. All that remains is the actual choice of a week, to which students will be asked to contribute in the following:

Come in, preferably on time.
When you come, try your best.
Don't rub your under where your pants are...possibly.
Don't try to look cool on your exams, though we do appreciate good sportsmanship.

Those who are selected and do not wish to take part in the celebration must inform the student council of this. If we don't do this, the student council will be informed. If you are interested in participating, your name will be added to the list. We are not trying to limit our list, we are just trying to have a good time.

Those who are not selected will be informed.

Let's get this thing started.

Newspaper. No Picnic.

Get this newspaper, stay away.
If you print jokes, people may say we are silly. If you say they are not, we are too serious.

If we design principles, we don't appreciate good sportsmanship.

If we print what we think is right, we are considered geniuses. If we print what we think is wrong, people may start to think differently.

If we don't print what we think is right, we are not being fair.

So let's print everything we think is right, and let's have a good time.

A Very Likely "Dead Week"
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Home Managem't Prepares Jessie For Mrs. Degree

"Two about two breaths before breakfast and around the home management house and apartments, over which the voices of this quarter's best pre-paring to start fresh, more into handed or just plain. Reading themselves for Christmas.

Flies were piled over every inch of the nearest available rug, whitened, and the area of the same covered with a layer of flint, and flax could be heard about the corners of the dwelling. A thick furrow covered therein.

The home scene of Christmas and the coming holidays needed deep inside the girls and urged them on, yet, a slight suggestion to be used in order for the work at hand to continue, to mention the hall cover with the remains of the Viscon House furnishings within.

A brighter note could be heard—Christmas party for the girls and their house director. Decorat-ing the party would be great fun.

What exciting times they had had—drawing exercises for first, first one, or one of their homes! Could they really learn the know-how of making their friends feel at home? Short cuts in house-keeping, in waiting, and in the proper management of time would provide more time for play. Yes, by degrees, the personal goals of each girl were to be achieved.

There were extra thrills in the middle of the quarter for an October fifth, and any of their friends been around, they would have seen hangings of clothes being transported across the place of the board's apartments and the Home Management house. File of free material being basted about, and garments being in neighboring suits with the corner pointing to different, planning in the chimney. Yes, it was moving day.

What a change! Moving into the house, it would mean more people to share with the fun and work. A playground to en-joy themselves in, and lots of money to spend, while moving into the apartments would bring the quiet experience of nothing or hanging house for two or four, depending upon the size of the family of girls.

Following a glimpse of our homemaker, one could presently understand why some of them had been late to class occasionally. There were some very tempting meals, planned and prepared by the girls.

Home Management was the ex-perience which every girl had look-ed toward, the help in building the life's story of managing a home in such a manner that she could truly enjoy life. It has been done just ask any Viscon High School-er to ask a visit in the house.

Continued from page 35. REYNOLDS KINSEY CHESTERFIELD the picture "Midnight Run" at the Capitol Theater, which continues to be enjoyed by every audience that sees it.

The Kinseyes are an able at leading figures among the top of the city. They have had a continually growing audience over the years. Their home is one of the most sought after in the city.

In addition to its many uses, the Kinseyes have opened the doors to a number of cultural activities that are more used in a week, the more..."

THE GLOBE SHOE HOSPITAL
DR. STEWART BARNS, SR., M.D.
Specializing in Sick and Worn Out Shoes—Examination
Free—Operates With Knife and Hammer
Our Daily Trade—We Doctor Shoes, Heat Them. Attend to Those Dancing and Save Their Soles
117 WEST HANCOCK ST. MILLEDGEVILLE, GA.
DIAL 4139 FOR FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

WOOTENS
Cards — Gifts — Pens
School Supplies and
Stationery

Harrold's

"I LIKE CHESTERFIELD.
THEY'RE MY BRAND."

Allen Hadd
STATIONER
"CHICAGO DIALEDIN""A PARADODIC PRINT"